Hey friend,
I hope you enjoy this free sample of my favorite songs to license for films from
Soundstripe, Musicbed, and Artlist. I’ve also included some examples and
inspiration for how I would use these songs in a wedding film.
If you would like more song recommendations, you can check out the other song
lists available on Matt’s Music List.

SOUNDSTRIPE LIST
If you aren’t a Soundstripe member, signup using this link & enter the coupon code
“WHOISMATT” to save 10% on a monthly or yearly subscription)
Cabin Love by Sounds Like Sander - You won't have to live in a cabin to love this
upbeat and happy song. Due to its positive nature, it would work great as the
couple is getting ready for the wedding.
Gentle Waters by Wild Wonder - Two of our favorite Soundstripe artists team up for
a complex building melody of guitar and drums that feels downright romantic when
the oohs hit at 2:13. Let that musical goodness wash all over you and footage of
your couples as they enjoy their first dance.
Never Let You Go by My Buddy Mike - Fast EDM song with lyrics that are perfect for
a couple in love. This would make for a fun reception dance edit for a couple who
could handle it.

MUSICBED LIST
Sign up to Musicbed using this link and get a 30-day free trial subscription!
Solace by Wes Hael - Slow building tune that feels triumphant and epic with a large
hit at the 2:21 mark. This would match the more serious moments of a wedding
such as the ceremony or first look.

Do You Want Me by The Roosevelts - Straight up funky romance from this upbeat
tune. We would be all over this for a fun reception edit. Do you want me this song
asks? Yes. Yes we do. Instrumental available as well.
Ariana Part 2 by Tony Anderson - Tony's back baby! Subtle guitar and breathy
vocals give this song a nice complexity without being overwhelming. Due to its
ambient nature, pair this song with some couple prep or other calm moment on a
wedding day. Side note: "Ariana - Part 1" is also real good.

ARTLIST LIST
Sign up to Artlist using this link and get 2 months free!
Wildflowers by WILLIS - Acoustic guitar? Check. Mandolin? Check. Clapping hands?
Check. This tune sounds like a country/folk song while feeling positive and
energetic. If your couple has more country vibes, this song would work perfectly for
morning prep.
Doing The Right Thing by Borrtex - Building ambient track that feels uplifting and
soaring. A moment such as the first look or walk down the aisle would match this
songs expectant tone.
Stepping out by Ted - Ted brings depth and emotion to the electronic genre in a
way that feels romantic and energetic! This song would work equally well as a
couple prep or dance depending on if your couple can handle it.

Need more songs? Check out my other lists to get my recommendations for the
best new music from Soundstripe, Musicbed, & Artlist.
Warmly,
Matt WhoisMatt Johnson

